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Abstract. A n  equivalent model for the EEPROA4 cell, dcscribcd o n  a SPICE circtrit. nnolyrcr, 
is used for the transient analysis of emse(E) /wri te (Uf)  chamcteristica with romp ~~lnr lc for~n 
programming pulses. The  results of the aimulation are compared with the crpcritncntal Aotn 
obtained by a n  innovati~te method for measuring E/W curves. The  validation. of the modrl ir 
made over different variations of the cell lay-out, different programming voltngcs and diffrrrnt 
rise t imes  for the ramp of the programming pulse. 

1 Introduction 

The  two transistors FLOTOX cell (Fig. Id) is the most widely used among the memory devices proposed 
for Electrically Erasable Read Only Memories (EEPROM). The first analytical model for this type of 
EEPROM cell has been proposed by Bhattacharyya in 1984 111. A more detailed circuit model ha s  been 
implemented by Kolodny et a1.[2] in order to simulate the shift of the cell threshold voltage after step 
programming pulses. 
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Figure 1. A: two transistors FLOTOX ceil scheme. 
23: a typical ramp waveform programming pulse. V p p ( t )  is the complete pulse; V j ( t )  is the Vpp( t )  stnpped at t - t j .  
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In actual device operation the cell is prcigrammed with a ramp wavefornl pirlse in order to minim17r the 
tunnel current (the peak value of programming current is known to be proportiorla1 to the rarnl) sprrd): 
in  this case the threshold shift is a function of both the rarnp rise time and the pulse ~ j id th  for a fixccl 
pulse amplitude. Therefore an accurate simulation of the transient behavior ( t  e. threshold shift r l*  tilric) 
of the cell during the programming cycle is desirable. 
In this work an equivalent model for transient analysis of EEPROM cell is proposed Thr  modrl is d c ~  rihrtl 
in term of SPICE [3] components in order to utilize a well proven MOSFET capacitance modrl. A f ~ l r t l ~ r r  
advantage in using SPICE is the linkabillty of the cell model to other circuital blocks for global sim~llation. 
An innovative experimental method, able to  measure transient E/W characteristics, is i~scd for valirlating 
and optimizing the model. 

2 Experimental 

E/W curves are defined a s  threshold voltage us. time, where, for operative reasons, the t.hrrshl)lrl vc,lt;r~r 
(V&) is defined as the control-gate voltage measured at  fixed drain current (ID - 101t.A with \;I, ... 21' 
and Vs = VB = OV). Erasing (writing) is defined as the programming operation, which sets the negative 
(positive) charge state on the floating-gate, i .e .  the high (low) threshold voltage condition. 
E/W curves are measured for programming pulses V,,(t) with a ramp waveform (Fig. 1B). A block-schrmr 
of the experimental setup is shown in figure 2A. The pulses are generated by an HP 8160.4 
programmable pulse generator. The threshold detector is a current-voltage converter, which forces on the 
control-gate the voltage needed to sustain a 10pA drain current; this ad hoc designed circuit allo\rs a 
faster measurement of the threshold voltage, which is measured by a Keithley, 192 DAfM voltlnetcr. :Ill 
instruments are controlled by an HP 300 computer. 
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Figure 2. A: block-scheme of experimental setup. 
B: SPICE equivalent model for the FLOTOX cell. Element description. MSEN-lsensing transistor; MSEI, -srlcrt 
transistor; CPP=CG-FG capacitance; CX=FG-X capacitance (X=D,S and B); VY=voltage sourre (Y=:C'G,SG.II 

and B); VSI=voltage source simulating voltage drop in silicon; DFN=Fowler-Nordheim diode; TCI=tunnel current 
integrator. Node description: l=sensing transistor drain; 2=FG; 3=CG;  4=B; 5=D; 6=SG; 7=S; 8:silicon silrface 
underneath tunnel oxide; 9,lO=unreal nodes added for simulation purposes. 

In order to  clarify how the E/W characteristics are obtained let us refer to  the writing curve. The pro- 
gramming pulse timebase is divided into N time steps t , . . t , . . t ~  = t,,. After cycling the cell fcw tens of 



times in order to  stabilize the threshold shift, N values of the thrrshold voltage (V,&,) are measl~rcd aftrr 
stopping the writing pulse at  each time step; brfore each V,(t) writing p~llse, complete ( 2  c Vpp(t)) I.:/\f' 
pulses are applied to reset the cell to the initial erased state. The writing curve is ohtainrd h-j plotting th r  
N values V&, = V&(t,) VJ. the programming time. 

3 Simulation 

T h e  equivalent circuit shown in figure 2B is described in terms of SPlCE conil)oncr~ts to simcllatr thc 
EEPROM cell; the description of each component of the circuit is made in the figure caption. The "tiinncl 
diode" (DFN) model can be easily introduced in SPICE ilsing the well known Fowlcr-Nordhrim (FIV) 
equation (41: external parameters are the pre-exponential and the exponential constants (usually called 
A and B), the tunnel oxide thickness and the tunnel oxide area. The Ward -Dutton 15) charge inodel is 
used for simulating the gate-to-channel capacitance of the sensing transistor. A voltage source (VSI) is 
introduced to take into account the voltage drop in the n+ depleted region underneath th r  ttrnnrl nsitle 
during the writing cycle. A Tunnel Current Integrator TCI is added to the circuit to drterrninr at. the 
node 10 a voltage value equivalent to the threshold shift. 
T h e  DFN parameters are fixed, using theoretical values for A and B ( A -  1 . 6 7 ~  10-6i\V-Z, B-:224M\?clrl-') 
and the measured ones for the tunnel oxide thickness and area. T h r  capacitance valucs are chosrn a s  fitting 
parameters of the model, because they can hardly he determined from exj,erin~ental data. Anyway the 
fitting values are within a 15% variation from the lay-out capacitances. 
In order t o  compare simulations and experimental data  is r~seful to put an initial condit.ion nn nc~tlr 10 to 
obtain the threshold voltage: instead of the threshold shift. Moreover an initial rnntlit.ion can be 1)11t, alzo 
on node 2 to simulate the charge on the floating-gate due to  a programmrd state. 
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Figure 3. Comparison between simulated (solid line) and m~asured (symbols) E/W characteristics ( i . r .  tl~resliold 
voltage, V& US. time t )  of the standard cell (SC). A: the ramp waveform programming pulse l ip ( t )  is used with 
the same t,i,. (t,i, = 300ps) and the same tpp (tPP=l?) but with different VpP (A: I'pp=16V; B: 1kP::15V; C: - 
Vpp=14V). 6: the Vpp(t) is used with the same (Lkp= 15V) and the same tpp (tpp=5ms) but with different tri,, 
(A: iris. = 15ps; B: t,i,, = 150ps; C: t,i,, = 1.5ms). 
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4 Discussion 

First the arral~sis are centralized on astandard cell (SC) oprrating with F, at diffrrrnt val~rcs \\it11 tlw ~ ~ I I I I I .  

t,,., (Fig. 3.4): a good agreement (an error of 3% in the xvorst case) between silntrlation and rxl~eritnrnial 
d a t a  is found for the complete E/W curve and in particular for the final threshold shift. 
Secondly, the model is validated on different cells, each of one having a single lay-out variation nit11 
respect to the SC, e.g. the tunnel oxide area or the active area are increased; modifying only thosc physical 
parameters in the SPICE EEPROM model that are interested in the lay-out variation, the cxpcrinlcntal 
d a t a  are again fitted with a good accuracy (Fig. 4). 
Finally different t,,, and different tpp with the same vL a r t  considered, operating on the SC. In this case 
the same fitting parameters are not able to  give an acceptable fitting, if t~..  and/or tpp are changed over 
wide ranges (Fig. 30). These discrepancies are attributed to the inaccuracy of the theoretical FN equation 
t o  model the actual tunnel current, which is known to deviate from the FN equation at  high elrctric fields 
[6,7]. In conclusion: 

1. the SPICE EEPROM model is able to  simulate correctly the transient behavior of the cell (and 
indeed the physical E/W mechanism), but using fitting parameters; 

2. the parameters, found by fitting, are  able to  take into account cell lay-otlt variation and/or different 
Vpp values, but they are not for different ramp speed; 

3. t o  obtain a self consistent EEPROM model, able to simulate any programming condition, the rxart 
form of the tunnel current in the high electric field range or, a t  least, different experimental A and B values 
for different electric field ranges, should be used in the DFN model. 

- 
Figure 4. Comparison between simulated (solid line) and measured (symbols) E/W characteristics (VpP=15V, t,i.. = 
3 0 0 ~ s  and tpp=lms) of different cells, having a single lay-out variation with respect to the SC. A: tunnel oxide area 
increased by 40%; 23: active area increased by 7%. 
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